METAMORPHOSIS
DINING TABLE

After the huge success of Metamorphosis Series, Boca do Lobo creates
Metamorphosis Dining Table in order to strengthen this unique concept. This
luxury dining table has come to symbolize the evolutionary history of life,
representing the last stage of the cycle through the usage of sculpted fossils on
display at the top of the table. It also represents the effort made by our designers
to questioning the existence of things, by answering a simple question: “How
can we define something as living?”
According to Boca do Lobo’s quality signature, Metamorphosis Dining Table
embodies handmade techniques such as wood carving, metal cutting and
hammering, and polishing, executed by some of the best craftsman in the
country. A unique product for those who have a peculiar taste for limited
edition pieces and conceptual designs.

Product features: Metamorphosis Dining Table’s surface is made in walnut root
veneer and includes special textured details that represent a fossil. This piece
also embodies high polished brass details to fill the stately base.
Arts and Techniques: Metal cutting and hammering, Joinery, Foundry,
Soldering, Polishing.
Materials and Finishes: Brass, Wood, Walnut Root Veneer
Product Options: The Metamorphosis Dining Table can be finished according
to Boca do Lobo’s fine selection of wood veneers.
Customization: Boca do Lobo’s dining tables can be customized in terms of
finish and size, which may be subject to an upcharge.
Observations for mounting: Easy assembly through the combination of a base
and top. Table composed of two parts.
Clean and Care: Dry cloth.

TECHNICAL INFO

DIMENSIONS
Width: 330cm (129,9 in.)
Depth: 130cm (51,2 in.)
Height: 76cm (29,9 in.)

2 boxes
350 (771,6lbs)
2,56

EXPLORE MORE

+351 910 936 335
+351 224 887 170
info@bocadolobo.com
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METAMORPHOSIS
DINING TABLE

MATERIALS & FINISHES

STANDARD

WALNUT ROOT

POLISHED
HAMMERED BRASS

NEWTON TOP
TEXTURE

PRODUCT OPTIONS

PALISANDER

EBONY

POPLAR ROOT

BIRDS EYE

Custom colors and finishes are available with an upcharge.
Please contact info@bocadolobo.com
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